INTRODUCTION
============

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) is the favored treatment of choice among locally advanced breast cancer patients because it significantly increases the possibility of breast-conserving surgery.^[@ref1]-[@ref3])^ The European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Trial (EORTC) Study 10902, a large randomized trial, reported that up to 23% of patients who were primarily unable to have breast-conserving surgery became capable of doing so by undergoing NAC.^[@ref2])^ However, considering the high toxicity and cost of chemotherapeutic drugs, an early assessment of the tumor's response to therapy is essential, especially for non-responders. In addition, if such non-responders could be predicted early in the NAC course, further increases in breast-conserving surgery rates may be possible by switching to an alternative regimen. Another advantage of NAC is its capability of monitoring chemo-sensitivity. Though large randomized studies, such as the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP) protocols B-18 and B-27, suggest that pathological complete remission (pCR) is the only predictor of prognosis,^[@ref1],[@ref3])^ there are some reports of a correlation between the chemo-response for non-pCR and recurrence.^[@ref4],[@ref5])^ If the response rate relates to recurrence, an early prediction of chemo-response would be very informative in terms of prognosis as well.

The conventional technique for monitoring response to treatment in oncology is to measure tumor size. For breast cancer, physical palpation and ultrasonography are often used to monitor the response during NAC. However, recent studies have shown magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to be superior to physical examination and ultrasonography for revealing the extent of breast cancer and for assessing residual disease after NAC.^[@ref6]-[@ref8])^ Thus, MRI is widely chosen to diagnose residual disease after chemotherapy. When considering an early prediction of chemo-sensitivity, it is known that functional properties such as metabolism, vascularity, and cellularity change before structural changes become evident. From this perspective, MRI is superior to other examinations because of its potential to characterize the functional and biochemical properties of tumors with various techniques. In breast cancer, qualitative monitoring to detect early response to NAC is performed using 3 major techniques: dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI), MR spectroscopy (MRS), and diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI). DCE-MRI reveals drug-induced changes in tumor vascularity,^[@ref9]-[@ref12])^ while MRS shows changes in the water/fat ratio and concentrations of choline-containing compounds in tumors.^[@ref13],[@ref14])^ DWI shows *in vivo* images of biological tissues weighted with the local microstructural characteristics of water diffusion. The apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) is used to quantify the water diffusion, so that changes in ADC values may represent changes in the cellular density of tumors. Pickels et al. and Sharma et al. have reported that changes in the ADC value precede morphological changes.^[@ref15],[@ref16])^ However, Nilsen et al. have reported that ADC increases observed during NAC do not correlate with chemo-response.^[@ref17])^ This disagreement concerning the change in the ADC value and its correlation to chemo-sensitivity may derive from the pathological diversity of breast cancer. In this study, breast cancer was classified into mass and non-mass types prior to NAC based on the definition of the Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System MRI (BI-RADS-MRI) Guidelines.^[@ref18])^ The shrinkage pattern, ADC values, and volumetric changes were then observed to determine if an early prediction of clinical response is possible for patients with these 2 types of tumors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Patients and chemotherapy
-------------------------

From July 2008 to December 2009, female patients aged 38--69 years (mean 54 years) with stage II or III breast cancer, a tumor greater than 2 cm in diameter and/or with at least one tumor-positive lymph node, who were scheduled to receive NAC, were invited to participate in this study. All had invasive breast cancer diagnosed by core biopsy or fine needle aspiration before chemotherapy, and none of the patients had been treated with hormone therapy, chemotherapy, or radiotherapy before the first MR examination. MRI was performed prior to and after the first, fourth, and final scheduled courses of NAC to allow for an evaluation of DWI and DCE-MRI. Chemotherapy consisted of 4 courses of FEC (fluorouracil 500 mg/m^2^, epirubicin 100 mg/m^2^, and cyclophosphamide 500 mg/m^2^) administered at 3-week intervals. Following FEC, a taxane-containing treatment of 12 courses of weekly paclitaxel (80--100 mg/m^2^) or 4 courses of docetaxel (70--75 mg/m^2^) at 3-week intervals, were administered. An institutional review board approved this prospective study to assess the capability of MRI for predicting response to treatment, all patients gave their written informed consent.

MRI examination
---------------

Patients were scanned in the prone position on a 3.0-T scanner (MAGNETOM Trio; Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) with a dedicated 4-channel, phased-array, bilateral breast coil. Before the administration of contrast media, axial bilateral DWI images were acquired. DWI images were obtained using spin-echo single-shot EPI imaging with the following parameters: TR/TE 7500/71 ms; FOV 385×289 mm; matrix 128×96; thickness 3.0 mm; gap 0.6 mm; acquisition time 158 seconds. Spectral attenuated with inversion recovery (SPAIR) was used for fat suppression. Motion-probing gradients (MPGs) in 3 orthogonal orientations were applied with b values of 50, 800, and 1500 s/mm^2^. Isotopic diffusion-weighted (trace) images were reconstructed for each b-factor. ADC maps were automatically created on the workstation from diffusion-weighted images with b values of 50, 850, and 1500 s/mm^2^. Dynamic axial bilateral breast images of fat-suppressed high-resolution T1-weighted 3-dimensional fast-gradient echo images (VIEWS) were sequentially acquired before and 75, 185, and 295 seconds after the administration of contrast medium. For a dynamic study, *gadopentetate* dimeglumine (Magnevist; Bayer Schering, Osaka, Japan) was administered intravenously using a power injector at a dose of 0.1 mmol/kg body weight at a flow rate of 2 ml/s, followed by flushing with 20 ml saline. The parameters of the VIEWS sequence were: TR/TE 4.2/1.6 ms, flip angle 15, FOV 340×340 mm, matrix 512×410, thickness 0.9 mm, acquisitions 1, acquisition time 106 seconds. SPAIR for fat suppression was applied. With this parameter setting, the spatial voxel size was 0.7×0.8×0.9 mm.

MRI analyses
------------

Each tumor was categorized as a mass or non-mass type from the DCE-MRI prior to NAC. According to the Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System MRI (BI-RADS-MRI) Guidelines,^[@ref18])^ a mass type was defined as a 3-dimensional space-occupying lesion with definable margins from surrounding glandular tissue. A non-mass type was defined as lesions without mass formation. The ADC for each tumor was calibrated using the following procedure: A region of interest (ROI) was drawn in all slices within the tumor on the ADC map. In each slice, an ROI was drawn to be as large as possible within the tumor by referring to the post-contrast enhanced images and DWI images to verify the tumor boundaries. Care was taken to exclude areas of necrosis given that they have a high ADC. Areas of enhancement deficit or high signal intensity within the tumor demonstrated on the T2 images were taken to represent tumor necrosis. To calibrate the average ADC of all slices, the weighted average of ADC based on the ROI area was used instead of simple averaging by the number of ROIs. For each MRI examination, patients were scanned on the same MRI using the same protocol. The volume of a tumor in the mass-type group was calculated by a summation of tumor areas in all slices and multiplied by the slice thickness. Due to the difficulty of drawing the lesion boundaries, a measurement of the largest diameter on the post-contrast image was used to define the standard size for a non-mass type. The shrinkage pattern was noted according to the classification proposed by Tozaki et al.^[@ref19])^ as concentric shrinkage or shrinkage with residual multi-nodular lesions with reference to the information from the post-contrast images.

According to the RECIST criteria and the report by Partridge et al.,^[@ref5])^ responders (R) were patients with a percentage of tumor volume reduction greater than 65% and the largest diameter reduction greater than 30%. Patients with a percentage of tumor size reduction less than R were classified as non-responders (NR). The response was classified after a full course of NAC, and all patients had either a mastectomy or breast-conservation surgery after NAC. The largest histopathological diameter was reported to represent the final tumor size and was compared with the largest diameter of the tumor measured by contrast MRI at the end of chemotherapy to assess the reliability of the MRI measurement.

Data and statistical analysis
-----------------------------

Reduction rates of the lesion volume after the first, fourth, and last courses of chemotherapy for the mass type were calculated as follows:

∆volume = {(tumor volume at baseline -- tumor volume after first, fourth, and last chemotherapy) / tumor volume at baseline} × 100(%)

The reduction rates of the largest diameter were calculated using the same procedure to measure the reduction rates of lesion volume. The change in ADC from baseline to after the first course of chemotherapy was defined as follows:

∆ADC = {(ADC after the first course -- ADC at baseline) / ADC at baseline} × 100(%)

The changes in volume and ADC after the first course of FEC in the R/NR groups were tested for statistical significance using Fisher's exact test. Correlations between early volume reduction and volume reduction after 4 courses of FEC and after the full course of chemotherapy was tested using Pearson's correlation coefficient. For all analyses, a *p* value of less than 0.05 was defined as statistically significant.

RESULTS
=======

Of the 11 patients examined, 1 failed after the first NAC cycle due to severe hepatic damage. A second patient received only FEC since she did not reveal metastatic lymph nodes. One patient did not receive fluorouracil. The remaining patients received the FEC and taxane-containing treatment. The time interval between imaging acquisition and the first, fourth, and last treatment courses ranged from 17 to 20 days. Based on pretreatment DCE-MRI, 4 lesions were categorized as a non-mass type and 8 as a mass type. In 1 bilateral breast cancer patient, one side was a non-mass type while the other was a mass type.

[Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"} shows the patients' characteristics, ADC and volume changes after the first course of FEC, response after all NAC courses and surgery type for the mass type lesions. All mass type lesions showed concentric shrinkage on DCE-MRI. Among the 8 mass types, 6 cases were R and 2 were NR. After the first course of FEC, 4 lesions (patients 5-8L) showed noticeable shrinkage, and their respective volume reduction rates were 67%, 44%, 75%, and 37%. The other 4 lesions showed no noticeable shrinkage after the first course of FEC (patients 1-4). However, 2 lesions (patients 3, 4) had increased ADC with ∆ADC of 19.7% and 14.3%, respectively, and they became R after subsequent taxane treatment ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, 2 lesions (patients 1, 2) with neither increased ADC nor reduction in volume after the first course of FEC were NR after the full course of NAC. [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the volume reduction rate during NAC for mass type patients who achieved R. Patients 3 and 4 showed no shrinkage after the first course of FEC but had ADC increases. As seen from this figure, they showed less volume reduction after 4 courses of FEC compared to the other 4 patients, but exhibited greater shrinkage during taxane-containing treatment. A significant correlation was observed in volume reduction after 1 course of FEC and after 4 courses of FEC (r = 0.95, 95% CI = 0.69--0.99). However, the correlation in volume reductions after the first course of FEC and after the full course of chemotherapy were not significant (r = 0.53, 95% CI = --0.49--0.94). On the other hand, all cPR cases (patients 3-8L) showed either a noticeable volume reduction or ADC increases after the first treatment course of FEC, while SD cases exhibited neither (Fisher's exact test, *p\<0.005).*

###### 

Patient characteristics, early change during NAC^a^, overall response and surgery type for mass type lesions

  Patient   Age   TNM stage   ER/PgR   HER2   After 1 course of FEC^b^   Response after full course of NAC   Surgery   
  --------- ----- ----------- -------- ------ -------------------------- ----------------------------------- --------- -------
  1         58    IIIB        +/+      \-     3.1                        6                                   NR        BC^f^
  2         64    IIA         -/-      \-     -5.2                       -8                                  NR        M^g^
  3         38    IIIA        +/-      \+     19.7                       4                                   R         BC
  4         44    IIB         +/+      \-     14.3                       6                                   R         M
  5         64    IIB         -/-      \-     -5.6                       67                                  R         BC
  6         40    IIB         +/-      \-     6                          44                                  R         BC
  7         50    IIB         -/-      \-     15.9                       75                                  R         BC
  8L^e^     65    IIA         +/+      \-     23.5                       37                                  R         BC

^a^ NAC, neoadjuvant chemotherapy; ^b^ FEC, fluorouracil+epirubicin+cyclophosphamide;

^c^∆ADC, change in ADC (apparent diffusion coefficient) value after first course of FEC;

^d^∆Volume, change in volume after first course of FEC; ^e^8L, patient with bilateral breast cancer, left breast; ^f^BC, breast-conserving surgery; ^g^M, mastectomy

![Chemo-response during neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) in patient 4. ADC map before NAC (a) and after first course of FEC (b). Dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI before NAC (c), after first course of FEC (d), after 4 courses of FEC (e), and after additional taxane treatment (f). Volume reduction is not seen after first course of FEC, but ADC value has increased with ∆ADC of 14.3%. By the end of NAC, the patient achieved a good response.](2186-3326-73-0147-g001){#fig1}

![Volume reduction rate in mass type lesions during NAC](2186-3326-73-0147-g002){#fig2}

[Table 2](#table2){ref-type="table"} shows the patients' characteristics, changes in ADC and the largest diameter after the first course of FEC, the response after the full course of NAC, and surgery type for the non-mass type lesions. The non-mass type showed both concentric shrinkage and shrinkage with residual multi-nodular lesions on DCE-MRI. However, pathologically, all cases were seen to have multiple foci. Of the 4 non-mass types, 2 were NR. After the first course of FEC, 2 cases (patients 10, 11) showed noticeable shrinkage in the largest diameter on DCE-MRI, with reduction rates of 36% and 18%, respectively. These 2 cases were both R after the full course of NAC. ADC increases occurred in both R and NR cases (patients 8R, 9, 11). The reduction rates of the largest diameter during NAC for the non-mass type were shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Two non-mass type lesions (patients 8R, 11) enlarged during taxane-containing treatment. One case (patient 9) achieved a major reduction in the largest diameter after the full course of NAC. However, in a pathological study, this case showed a residual tumor extent greater than the contrasted area on MRI, and was thus categorized as NR after surgery. In addition, all non-mass type lesions, including R cases, could not have breast-conserving surgery because of the difficulty of correctly drawing the boundaries of the lesions for surgery.

###### 

Patient characteristics, early change during NAC^a^, overall response and surgery type for non-mass type lesions

^a^ NAC, neoadjuvant chemotherapy; ^b^ FEC, fluorouracil+epirubicin+cyclophosphamide;

  Patient   Age   TNM stage   ER/PgR   HER2   After 1 course of FEC^b^   Response after full course of NAC   Surgery   
  --------- ----- ----------- -------- ------ -------------------------- ----------------------------------- --------- ------
  8R^e^     65    IIIB        +/+      \-     11                         -2                                  NR        M^f^
  9         69    IIIB        +/+      \-     10                         0                                   NR        M
  10        49    IIB         +/+      \-     -11                        18                                  R         M
  11        50    IIIA        +/+      \-     22                         36                                  R         M

^c^∆ADC, change in ADC (apparent diffusion coefficient) value after first cycle of FEC;

^d^∆diameter, change in largest diameter captured one-dimensionally after first course of FEC; ^e^8R, patient with bilateral breast cancer, right breast; ^f^M, mastectomy

![Reduction rate of the largest diameter for non-mass type lesions during NAC](2186-3326-73-0147-g003){#fig3}

DISCUSSION
==========

An early prediction of chemo-sensitivity is essential to maximizing patient benefit and minimizing the harm from NAC. Though our study contained a small number of patients, to the best of the authors' knowledge, this study is the first published trial using MRI to differentiate mass type from non-mass type prior to NAC, and to evaluate the early response to chemotherapy for locally advanced breast cancer. Sharma et al. and Pickles et al. have reported that ADC increases preceded volume reduction in NAC, because biochemical or functional changes precede morphological changes.^[@ref15],[@ref16])^ Yu et al. have reported that the most reliable tool to predict chemo-response after one course of NAC is the change in tumor size.^[@ref10])^ Our results show that 2 different MRI patterns of response to chemotherapy were observed for mass-type responders after the first course of treatment. One response was a shrinkage of the contrasted area on DCE-MRI, and the other was an increase in the ADC. The chemotherapy regimen of Yu et al. consisted of 4 courses of anthracycline and cyclophosphamide. Our results agreed with theirs in that the 4 cases with noticeable shrinkage in the contrasted lesion after the first course of FEC became R within 4 FEC courses. However, the 2 cases with ADC increase without shrinkage after the first course of FEC also became R after an additional taxane regimen. Since a change during additional taxane treatment may include the effect from FEC, it is very difficult to interpret whether this later shrinkage was caused by taxane or whether the volume reduction rate was simply slow. Although the NSABP protocol B-27 suggests that additional docetaxel increases pCR, this study failed to increase the breast conservation rate by adding docetaxel. The authors concluded that because 85% of the tumors achieved clinical responses with the administration of 4 courses of anthracycline containing chemotherapy and only an additional 6% of patients became clinical responders with the addition of docetaxel, thus failing to achieve statistical significance.^[@ref3])^ From our results, ADC increases after first FEC course without noticeable shrinkage might represent the cases that benefit from additional chemotherapy. Thus it might prove worthwhile to investigate further.

The present study included 4 non-mass type breast cancers. Based on the results, shrinkage of the largest diameter on DCE-MRI captured after the first course of treatment appears to represent chemo-sensitivity. However, since our result includes only 2 responders out of 4 patients, no statistically valid conclusions can be drawn. ADC increases were seen in both chemo-sensitive and resistant cases after the first course of NAC. Thus, ADC values may not prove reliable in predicting chemo-response for non-mass type lesions. Furthermore, as Tozaki et al. and many other researchers have reported, non-mass type breast cancer is likely to show shrinkage with residual multi-nodular lesions.^[@ref19]-[@ref22])^ In the present study, all cases revealed multiple residual foci on pathology, with 2 cases showing concentric shrinkage on DCE-MRI. We agree with other researchers that non-mass type lesions may not be promising candidates for NAC if the aim of treatment is to perform breast-conserving surgery. In addition, if a tumor showed shrinkage with residual multi-nodular lesions after NAC, it is very difficult to diagnose the extent of it. Thus, the use of NAC for non-mass type lesions should be carefully chosen. Moreover, a higher response of NAC is observed in patients with HER2-positive breast cancer than in those with HER2-negative. Our result contained only one HER2-positive breast cancer, while the rest were HER2-negative. A change in MRI during NAC might be less predictive of a pathology such as HER2-negative breast cancer. Thus, further studies will be necessary to evaluate the change in MRI during NAC in patients with HER2-positive breast cancer.

In summary, this study demonstrated that classifying breast cancer morphologically into mass and non-mass types prior to NAC is very important in terms of an early prediction of chemo-response, as well as in performing breast-conserving surgery. Early predictions of chemo-response using MRI may be possible for mass-type lesions. Such an early response consists of 2 different patterns: one is a change in size measured on contrast MRI, and the other is an increase in the ADCs. If neither change is observed after the first course of NAC, the patient may be chemo-resistant. This method of predicting the early response to NAC should not be used for the non-mass type of breast cancer. In addition, the non-mass type may be unsuitable for NAC if the aim of treatment is to perform breast-conserving surgery. However, a major limitation of the study is its small number of cases, indicating that further investigation is clearly warranted.
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